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This establishment was closed for presenting an imminent health hazard and the following violations: 


	Establishment Name: East Sea Restaurant 
	Closure Date: November 14,  2017
	Address: 120 North 900 West 
	City: Salt Lake City 
	State: Utah
	ZIP Code: 84116
	Text1: 1. The person in charge is unable to demonstrate knowledge of the relationship between the prevention of foodborne illness and maintaining the food establishment in a clean condition and in good repair.2. The person in charge is unable to demonstrate knowledge of correct procedures for cleaning and sanitizing utensils and food contact surfaces.3. The person in charge is not ensuring that food establishment operations are not conducted in a private sleeping quarters.4. The person in charge is not ensuring that employees are using proper methods to rapidly cool potentially hazardous foods that are not held hot or are not for consumption within 4 hours, through daily oversight of the employees' routine monitoring of food temperatures during cooling.5. The person in charge is not ensuring that employees are properly trained in food safety as it relates to their assigned duties.6. Bucket for frozen shrimp in walk in freezer is a hospital bucket for vomit.7. Smell in warewashing room indicating plumbing issues/dead mice. 8. Unable to verify food handler training.9. There are live cockroaches, flies, and mice in the establishment.10. Harborage conditions are not eliminated from the facility (facility is not maintained clean and free of items unnecessary to the establishment.11. The facility is not routinely inspecting for pests.12. Dead cockroaches have not been removed from the premises.13. Exterior surfaces of food containers are dirty (mouse feces).14. Shelves throughout the kitchen are unclean to sight and touch (mouse feces.)15. Dead mice have not been removed from the premises. (on shelf above 3 compartment sink).16. Rodent bait station is stored on a food prep surface.17. The floor is dirty under the ice machine (debris from mice).18. Food containers are soiled with mouse and cockroach feces.19. Personal items are stored next to food and other single service items in the kitchen.20. Utensils are not stored to protect lip surfaces.21. Rodent bait stations are not contained in a covered, tamper resistant bait station.22. Medicines belonging to employees are not stored to prevent the contamination of food, equipment, and utensils.23. Potentially hazardous food is being cooled in covered containers. (rice in covered bowls in walk in cooler).24. Personal drinks are stored above and next to food and equipment in the waitress station.25. Employee food is not separated from food for the public in the waitress station area (cupboards, drawers, counters).26. Potentially hazardous and ready to eat foods that are prepared on-site and held for more than 24 hours are not date-marked.27. The mop is not hung to air dry.28. Water faucet is not repaired with approved materials (saran wrap) in the warewashing area.29. HVAC duct tape used throughout facility on walls is not easily cleanable and durable.30. Plywood patch for warewash room ceiling is not durable and nonabsorbent.31. There is no approved backflow prevention device for the white spray hose in the warewashing room.32. The plumbing line is missing a cap near the 3-compartment sink.33. A spray hose hangs below the flood rim of the 3-compartment sink.34. In-use utensils are stored with handles in contact with food.35. Bowls are used for food scoops and are stored inside food containers.36. Food containers are not labeled with the common name of the food.37. Linens are used in contact with unapproved food (cucumbers in walk in cooler).38. Items that are unnecessary to the operation of the food establishment are stored on the premises. (Personal belongings, chemicals, non-functional coke machine, utility light, computer, compressors).39. Counters are repaired with HVAC duct tape which is not corrosion-resistant, nonabsorbent, easily cleanable.40. Bench is covered with saran wrap.41. Aluminum foil is used to line shelves.42. The interior of the microwave is unclean.43. Chemicals are stored next to food (paint) in the waitress area.44. Chemicals are stored next to sheet pans in the warewashing room.45. A container previously used to store poisonous or toxic materials is being used to store food (sweet rice stored in chemical container).46. Screen door at back of kitchen is in disrepair and is not tight fitting (gaps).47. Solid door at back of kitchen is in disrepair and is not tight fitting (gap at bottom).48. Plastic bins are in disrepair.49. Walk in freezer is in disrepair, interior wall is breaking.50. Domestic style freezer is not durable for commercial use.51. Duct tape used to repair bins is not food grade.52. Shelves in walk in cooler are made of unsealed wood, which is not constructed to be smooth, easily cleanable, durable, and non-absorbent.53. Food is being stored in non-food grade bags.54. The hand sink is not sealed to the adjacent wall (caulking is missing).55. The wall is damaged behind the CO2 cylinder storage area.56. There are holes in the wall in multiple places in the waitress station.57. Tile floor near the soda station is in disrepair and missing grout.58. Ceiling in warewash room is in disrepair (plywood patch is warped).59. Ceiling throughout kitchen is in disrepair.60. Tile at the backdoor is broken.61. Calculator in waitress area is dirty.62. Walk-in cooler handles are dirty.63. Reach-in handles are dirty.64. There are live roaches on food containers and next to single service to go containers.65. Potentially hazardous food was not cooled to 41° F within a total of 6 hours.66. Cooked rice is being held at 54° F in the walk-in cooler (rice that was not cooled properly).67. The hand sink is being used to rinse and store dishes in the kitchen.68. The hand sink is being used to dump drinks in the server room.69. Light intensity at food preparation surfaces is less than 50 foot candles.70. Light intensity at food preparation surfaces is less than 50 foot candles.71. The menu lacks asterisks to denote animal foods that may be served undercooked (raw egg soda).72. Single-use items are being re-used (sriracha).73. Clean knives are stored in a dirty location (between two pieces of equipment next to the 3-compartment sink.74. The private room used for sleeping is being used to store dishes and beverages and food sold to the public.75. Interior surfaces of the ventilation hood are heavily soiled with accumulations of grease.76. Cookie sheets used to store eggrolls in the walk-in cooler are dirty.77. Shelves in the walk-in cooler are unclean to sight and touch.78. Drawers in kitchen are dirty.79. Freezers have large accumulations of ice.80. The floor is dirty under the soda machines.81. Floor sinks are dirty throughout the facility (including under the warewash machine and waitress station).82. Floors are dirty throughout facility.83. Walls are dirty under the warewash machine.84. Walls and floor in walk in cooler are dirty.85. Ceiling air vents are dusty.86. Food is stored in the splash zone of the hand sink.87. Food in the walk-in cooler and freezer is not covered to prevent contamination.88. A container of food is being stored on the floor in the walk-in freezer.89. Wet wiping cloths are not stored in sanitizer solution.90. Dumpster lids are left open.91. The dumpster area is not maintained clean.


